Mentor Texts to Teach Inference

Melissa Taylor, Imagination Soup

Small in the City by Sydney Smith
Dirt + Water = MUD by Katherine Hannigan
We Found a Hat by Jon Klassen
Up on Bob by Mary Sullivan
Professional Crocodile by Giovanna Zoboli & Mariachiara di Giorgio
Tuesday by David Wiesner
Inside Outside by Lizi Boyd
They All Saw a Cat by Brendan Wenzel
Elephant in the Dark based on a poem by Rumi
Pigeon P.I. by Meg McLaren
Where Is Bear Going? by Mark Janssen
Du Iz Tak? by Carson Ellis
Quest by Aaron Becker
A Hungry Lion or Dwindling Assortment of Animals by Lucy Ruth Cummins
I Spy in the Sky by Edward Gibbs
Edwin Speaks Up by April Stevens and Sophie Blackall
The Almost Fearless Hamilton SquidLegger by Timothy Basil Ering
Meow by Victoria Ying
Duck by Meg McKinlay

*Book links are affiliate links. Thanks for your support.*